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Across

5. following continuously

7. take away illegally by force

8. to change continually; to move back 

and forth in waves

9. give intellectual, moral, and social 

instruction to someone; lead them to 

knowledge

11. an outgoing, overtly expressive 

person

13. able to flow easily; no fixed shape

16. an informational exchange of ideas 

by spoken words

18. a person who in charge of a train

22. something that is the opposite of 

something else

23. make smaller or less in amount, 

degree, or size; bring someone into lower 

or weaker state

24. the state of having a great deal of 

money or wealth

Down

1. on the act or result of leading in 

preliminary to the main portion

2. able to express oneself easily and 

articulately

3. coming after something in time; 

following

4. exceeding what is necessary; extra; 

wasteful

6. something that takes place after or 

as a result of an earlier event

10. a group that has separated from a 

larger group (usually religious) that has 

different beliefs

12. cause to change in form, character, 

or function; a person who has been 

persuaded to change their belief

14. bring about or give rise to make it 

happen

15. an arrival or inflow of large numbers 

of people, things, or water

17. a result or effect of an action or 

condition

19. move backwards; the opposite side

20. subtract or take away from a total

21. a sensation of whirling and loss of 

balance

Word Bank

fluent reverse induce affluence fluid superfluous

introduction sect deduct sequal extravert influx

consveration reduce convert educate inverse conductor

abduct vertigo fluctuate subsequent consequence consecutive


